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01 Where are we now?

Key dates
31 January 2020
BREXIT

Implementation
Period
§ EU-27 agreed negotiating
mandate in March
§ Agreement by end of October
to ratify by end of year

31 December 2020
(will it be extended?)

Extension?
§ Extension to IP possible,
but not likely

Future
Relationship
§ Comprehensive FTA?
§ No deal?
§ (Likely) Framework/
Interim FTA

EU/UK: negotiating positions
•

Both EU/UK want a free-trade
agreement, with no tariffs or quotas
•

•

Rules of Origin (ROO) – will they be
able to agree detailed rules within
relevant timeframe?

But – areas of disagreement include:
•

Level playing field provisions
(environment, labour and state aid
rules)

•

Fisheries

•

Role of ECJ

EU Chief Negotiator Michel Barnier and UK Chief Negotiator David Frost

Impact of models on movement of goods
Single market
§

Goods in free circulation move freely within single market

Norway Plus
§
§
§

Customs Union implied (but no detail)
Goods in free circulation move freely within single market (possible exception for agricultural goods/fisheries)
UK imports benefit from EU FTAs but UK exports do not

Customs Union
§
§
§
§

Goods in free circulation are not subject to customs duties when moving within customs union, but:
Customs declarations required (?) and import VAT payable
Possible simplifications?
UK imports benefit from EU FTAs but UK exports do not

FTA
§
§
§
§

Preferential duty rates* only available for goods which meet origin rules
Customs declarations required and import VAT payable
Possible simplifications?
UK trade does not benefit from EU FTAs

Fallback (WTO)

* only of concern for dutiable products

§
§
§

No preferential treatment*
Customs declarations required and import VAT payable
UK trade does not benefit from EU FTAs
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02 Political update

Brexit Negotiations – A political view
A deal remains likely

STICKING POINTS
•

Dispute resolution

•

The level playing field

•

Fish

•

Data

Challenging issues, but
common features to trade
negotiations

squirepattonboggs.com

POLITICAL REALITIES
The UK
Government’s
bigger problems
are political:
How to align the
Government’s
vision of Brexit with
the realities of an
EU FTA?

•

A customs border between
NI and the UK

•

Significant NTB burdens
for UK businesses

•

Limited good faith for
further liberalisation

•

Growth of EU economic
nationalism

8

Rules of Origin – The path to PEM
Bilateral Cumulation will be agreed – but won’t be full
Joining PEM is the most likely outcome
The EU Perspective
• PEM is the clear preference of the EU
• Lack of incentive for any other form of diagonal cumulation
• EU has resisted bespoke alterations to RoO

The UK Perspective
• Minimises disruption
• PEM is multilateral, reducing the appearance of ‘caving to Brussels rules’
• Provides a platform and template for future diagonal cumulation
discussions
squirepattonboggs.com
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Global Britain
A UK/US FTA carries a high political cost
CPTPP offers large political prize at lower cost
UK/US FTA
• US agricultural access is now highly politicised
• Costs of agreement felt by Tory heartlands
• US election may change tone and temperament, but not long-term interests

CPTPP
• Largely maintains protectionism for ‘sensitive’ industries
• Built of the ‘foot in the door’ approach to liberalisation
• Offers ‘Global Britain’ success story without stigma
squirepattonboggs.com
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03 Border update

HMRC Borders Update
Sally Beggs, Deputy Director
Customs and Border Design
7 October 2020

OFFICIAL

Introduction
• Transition Period ends on 31 December 2020
• Businesses need to prepare
• UK Government has published the Border Operating Model
• For movements between GB and the EU, we will be introducing border controls
at the end of transition period in stages - starting with some controls from 1
January 2021 and moving to full controls for all goods from 1 July 2021.
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From 1 January 2021
• Most traders moving goods between GB and EU will be able to defer
submitting information and payment of customs duties to HMRC for up to 6
months from the date of the import.
• Traders importing controlled goods (such as excise goods) will be expected to
follow standard customs requirements.
• The UK will join the Common Transit Convention in its own right and will be
subject to the requirements of the Convention. Moving to these in stages will
not be applicable.
• The requirement for safety and security declarations on import - Entry summary
Declarations (ENS) - will be waived for 6 months.
• The Government announced at Budget that from 1 January 2021 postponed
VAT accounting will be available to VAT registered businesses for imports of
goods from all countries, including from the EU.
OFFICIAL

Import declarations from January to 1 July 2021
• To facilitate readiness, traders moving non-controlled goods to GB will be
allowed to declare their goods by making an entry into their own records.
• Businesses will be required to keep records of their imports and submit this
information, via a supplementary declaration within 6 months of import and
pay the required duty via an approved duty deferment account.
• Traders moving controlled goods (e.g. excise goods) will need to make a
frontier declaration. This declaration can be full, simplified, or a transit
declaration depending on the trader's authorisation.
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Export declarations from 1 January 2021
• Traders exporting goods from GB into the EU will need to submit export
declarations for all goods.
• Traders will be required to submit safety and security information either via a
combined export declaration, or a standalone Exit Summary Declaration.
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Full customs controls from 1 July 2021
• Traders will have to make full customs declarations or use simplified
procedures if they are authorised to do so at the point of importation on all
goods and pay relevant tariffs
and
• Safety and Security declarations will be required.
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Temporary storage and pre-lodgement
Border locations can either use the temporary storage model, or the newly developed prelodgement model (developed as an alternative for where border locations may not have the
space and infrastructure to operate temporary storage regimes).

• The temporary storage model allows goods to be stored for up to 90 days at an HMRC
approved temporary storage facility, before a declaration is made and Government officials
can carry out any checks before goods are released from the facility.
• The pre-lodgement model ensures that all declarations are pre-lodged before they board on
the EU side - this will maintain flow, especially at high volume RoRo locations.
Further details on customs can be found on https://www.gov.uk/topic/business-tax/import-export
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Other issues
• Customs Intermediaries
• Passengers Carrying Goods
• Trader Support Service
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03 How to prepare?

Imports into the EU
Trading in a no-deal scenario
Customs duties and import VAT
• Customs duties and import VAT are
levied 2x: for imports into the UK
and for imports into the EU-27
• Mitigation possible by setting up
customs procedures (e.g. transit,
bonded warehouse, inward
processing relief) in the UK

Customs procedures
• UK EORI number becomes invalid for
imports into EU-27
• Customs decisions issued by UK
customs authorities (e.g.
authorisations, binding tariff
information, binding origin information)
are no longer valid for imports into
EU-27

!

Imports into the EU
Trading in a no-deal scenario
Customs and VAT representation
If UK Company wants to continue importing into the EU (IOR), it has to…
• Appoint a customs indirect representative (joint liability!)
• Alternative: consider the formation of a Permanent Business Establishment in the EU;
• Appoint a VAT fiscal representative or have a direct VAT registration (depending on EU
Member State legislation)
• Make use of import VAT deferment schemes (if possible under EU Member State
Legislation)

!

Exports to the UK
Trading in a no-deal scenario
Preferential tariffs grated by 3rd country for EU products
•

EU has concluded 50+ Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with 3rd countries

•

FTA guarantees duty-free access of EU originating products in the destination country

•

Requirement: products must have sufficient EU content according to the rules of origin laid down in
the individual FTA

•

UK input to product does not qualify as EU content Post-Brexit – product might lose EU origin

Trading in an FTA scenario
•

Main difference to "No Deal" scenario:
•

Preferential duty rates (for dutiable products) available under UK-EU FTA

•

BUT only available for goods which meet origin rules under UK-EU FTA

•

Proving origin is complex and a significant administrative burden

•

Goods that are not substantially worked or processed in either UK/ EU will not benefit
from preferential duty rates

!

The UK Global Tariff
•

New tariff regime - the UK Global Tariff
("UKGT") - which includes a most favoured
nation tariff schedule was announced on 19
May

•

Uses the existing EU tariff as a starting point
Key changes:

•

•
•
•
•

Tariffs removed on over 2,000 tariff lines
Calculations simplified – e.g., rounded
down, or formulas removed/simplified
Reduced rates for a small number of
items (tractors and certain vehicles)

UK has been reviewing EU trade remedies
measures to decide which to carry over (e.g.,
retaliatory tariffs against US)

What issues are we seeing?

1
2
3
4

Which entities will/can be responsible for importing goods into/exporting from the
EU/UK? (Consider implications from an import VAT perspective eg., ownership)
What new tariffs will apply for imports into the UK and UK-EU movements, and
what is the financial impact?
Will goods imported into the UK and/or EU under FTAs continue to meet the
relevant rule(s) of origin?
Should the business use special customs procedures (e.g., inward and outward
processing, customs warehousing) to mitigate the impact of tariffs?

What issues are we seeing?

5
6
7

Does the business have a customs broker and are the terms on which they are
appointed suitable?
Which transaction forms the basis of the customs value on import into the
EU/UK?
How to retain preference when goods are transiting through the EU/UK from the
FTA partner country or GSP beneficiary?

Recommendations
1

Understand your sales and supply
chains into and out of the EU and
the involvement of any UK entity.

2

3

Review mitigation
structures and
implement same.

Understand the financial and
compliance impact (due to customs
duties, cash flow disadvantages, VAT
registrations, change in invoicing
system, loss of EU origin etc.).

Questions
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